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SAW MEMBERS BUSY AT OSH
Mike and Andrew had a busy week at
Oshkosh last month. Andrew flew one
Evolution there and 2 of them back.
Mike flew an Epic and an Evolution to
and from Oshkosh. This made for a
busy 10 days. 

The rest of the time at OSH was busy
with seeing lots of aircraft, meetings,
seminars, airshows, seeing old and
new friends, business development,
parties, and more. 

AirVenture is the aviation event of the
year. Attending is highly
recommended, especially if you
haven't been before. Make your plans
for next year! 

Mike got to spend a few minutes
talking to the legendary Sean D.
Tucker after the award presentation
where he was the first recipient of the
Flying Magazine award that bears his
name.
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SPEAKING TO A LEGEND



Flight reviews can be great for learning. Too often, pilots
just want to do the bare minimum on a flight review. A
flight review is a great time to be challenged. Remember,
flight reviews are not a test, but a safety check and a
time to renew and improve one's knowledge and flying
skills. 

The FAA's Wings program is a great way to complete a
flight review, and the program has other benefits.
Participation in the FAA Wings program is highly
encouraged as it can help a pilot regularly work on their
aviation education (which should never stop!) and the
FAA looks favorably upon Wings participants should an
incident occur.

SAW courses earn several Wings' credits, and a flight
review can often be completed as part of a course. Or,
set up a flight review with SAW and learn things about
flying better and flying safely that you are unlikely to
learn elsewhere.

FLIGHT REVIEWS & FAA WINGS
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FAA Wings

SAW ACHIEVES PART 141 STATUS!

SAW officially became an FAA part 141
school on August 4th. Approved curricula
are SAW's UPRT and Spin Endorsement
courses.
 
SAW now joins the very short list of UPRT
companies that have FAA approved part 141
UPRT and spin courses. We look forward to
expanding our services to help those who
require schools with 141 status and beyond. 

https://www.faasafety.gov/default.aspx
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ITS AIRSHOW TIME!

The Airshow of the Cascades at Madras, OR
is Friday and Saturday the  25th & 26th of
August. SAW will be there selling 30 minute
aerobatic rides for $250. This is a deeply
discounted price for the show. Come to the
show, check out all it has to offer, and get
your aerobatic ride!

If you want to reserve a ride, email
Mike@fly-SAW.com. Be sure to show up at
least 15 minutes before your time slot.
Flights will be conducted Friday morning,
8am until the performers start (gates open
at 12, but we will be flying), Saturday 8 until
30 min prior to the performers start, and
Sunday morning.

Find us at the red canopy near the flightline.


